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By Melanie Schneider 
Administration editor
Four university purchase proposals were approved
Monday by Eastern’s Board of Trustees’ executive commit-
tee, including $109,000 for additional food court design ser-
vices.
Jeff Cooley, acting vice president for business affairs,
described the purchases during a teleconference call to BOT
Chair Carl Koerner and trustees Nate Anderson, Tom
Johnson and Keith Branson. 
The $109,000 for additional food court design services is
associated with the project’s expanded scope, Cooley said. 
Local funds will pay for the architect firm Burnidge
Cassell Associates from Elgin to complete the design ser-
vices.
The BOT also approved a contract costing $133,650 to
finish phase three of the continued expansion of a chilled
water loop. Appropriated funds would pay for the contract,
which would provide project design and supervision services
for the extension of the chilled water loop to McAfee
Gymnasium and the Physical Science Building. 
The air-conditioning system will be connected to the
existing chilled water loop just north of Ford Hall and take
advantage of the operating efficiencies associated with it,
Cooley said. 
The board also approved a contract change order for the
Lincoln / Douglas air conditioning design services. 
The first contract amount was for $200,927 and the new
contract amount was approved for $204,367 – a difference of
$3,440. Cooley said the extra money would be used for addi-
tional soil and concrete testing services associated with the
project. 
Local (revenue bond) funds would pay for the vendor,
KM2 Design Group out of Springfield, he said.
The last approved item was a land acquisition of 7,000
square feet at 1908 1/2 South 10th Street, which would
adjoin existing parking lots. About $52,500, plus closing
costs, would be needed from local funds to purchase the
property. 
Cooley said the acquisition would be advantageous
because the property adjoins university parking lots located
across the street from Buzzard Hall.
BOT slates
$109,000
more for
food court
By Shauna Gustafson 
Staff writer
Mike LeShoure, newly appointed stu-
dent body president, said he will appoint
someone to his former position of student
vice president for public affairs Wednesday
at the Student Senate meeting. 
LeShoure said he did have several peo-
ple in mind, and he will wait to announce
his decision at the meeting, which will be
held at 7 p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
LeShoure said Keith Cosentino, former
student body president who resigned at
Wednesday’s meeting for personal reasons,
was working on several programs including
bringing a 24-hour diner to Charleston and
helping to get the bar hours extension mov-
ing along.
“If I had any questions, I could go to
him,” LeShoure said. “He was a good leader
I could turn to if I needed help.”
Cosentino could not be reached for com-
ment.
“Maybe he thought he could fix (the
problems leading to his resignation) and
finally realized he couldn’t,” LeShoure said.
“You’ve got to realize he is a student, too.
This isn’t a career.”
LeShoure said Cosentino was not
involved in Student Government as a career
move.
“I want to point out the fact that, person-
ally, one of the reasons I think (Cosentino)
was so good at senate was because he had a
passion for it from his heart. It wasn’t a
résumé builder,” LeShoure said.
Lou Hencken, vice president for student
affairs, said this was the first student body
president resignation he had heard of since
he took his position eight years ago.
Hencken said the position of student
body president receives a tuition and fee
waiver with the understanding that the
recipient work office hours around classes.
The position is filled by a general elec-
tion held among the student body.
Cosentino won the election last spring by
receiving 42 percent of the votes, or 641
votes altogether. He beat his opponents,
Thaddeus Searcy and Liz Halbert, by 101
and 303 votes respectively.
Some senate members said Cosentino
did a good job in his position. 
“Keith and I ran together and I had the
utmost faith in his ability to run that office,”
Student VP for public affairs announcement Wednesday
‘Revenge and rage is why Julie and 167 other people died’
By Justin Evenson
Staff writer
The day after Bud Welsh’s23-year-old daughter waskilled in the Oklahoma Citybombing tragedy, he never
thought he would be speaking in sup-
port of letting Timothy McVeigh live.
Welsh told the emotional story of
how his daughter’s death made him
question his opposition to the death
penalty to about 60 people Monday
in the Coleman Hall Auditorium.  
“All my life I had opposed the
death penalty and hadn’t given it
much thought,” the Oklahoma native
said. “I had been told by friends of
mine that if something ever happened
to my family, especially my daugh-
ter, I’d change my mind.”
At first, changing his mind about
the death penalty was exactly what
Welsh did.
“I didn’t even want trials for
Timothy McVeigh and Terry
Nichols,” he said. “I just wanted
them fried.”
After about eight months of deal-
ing with his grief through alcohol and
smoking, Welsh’s wounds began to
heal. He was then able to realize the
executions of Timothy McVeigh and
Terry Nichols would not accomplish
anything
“The death penalty or their execu-
tions would be nothing but revenge
and rage,” Welsh said. “Revenge and
rage is why Julie and 167 other peo-
ple died.”
It was that realization that led
Welsh to be sitting in the Buffalo,
N.Y. kitchen of Bill McVeigh,
Timothy McVeigh’s father on Sept.
5, 1998. Welsh said he felt the need
to meet Bill McVeigh after seeing
him on television. 
“At one moment (Bill McVeigh)
stood up and looked into the camera,”
Welsh said. “I could see the pain.”
A visit was arranged between the
two men–a visit Welsh will never for-
get.
“Up on the kitchen wall were a
few photos,” he said. “One was an
8x10 of Tim...I looked up at the wall
and said ‘God what a good looking
kid.’”
Dead silence fell in the room after
this comment was made, Welsh said.
“After that silence (Bill McVeigh)
looked at that picture and said ‘That’s
Tim’s high school graduation pic-
ture,’” Welsh said. “I saw at that
moment a father’s love that was
incredible.”
Before Welsh left the McVeigh
home, he was hugged by Timothy
McVeigh’s sister–an encounter that
led to sobs.
“I said ‘Honey, the three of us are
in this for the rest of our lives. I don’t
want your brother to die and I’ll do
everything to prevent it.’”
Visiting Bill McVeigh showed
Welsh there were more victims from
the Oklahoma City bombing than the
people who died and the people who
lost loved ones.
“What I realized from that meet-
ing with Bill McVeigh was that he
was a larger victim of the Oklahoma
Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Bud Welsh, an award winning speaker, talks about his daughter Julie’s life, before her
death in the 1995 Oklahoma City bombing, Monday night in the Coleman Hall
Auditorium. Welsh, despite his remorse for his daughter’s death, is against the death
penalty. He went through a time when he wanted the convicted Oklahoma City bombers
to “fry,” but said he realizes their death will not bring his daughter back.
See PUBLIC Page 2
Father of bombing victim speaks out
See BOMBING Page 2
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FORT GIBSON, Okla. (AP) - A
seventh-grader walked up to a crowd
of youngsters waiting for the morn-
ing bell Monday and allegedly
opened fire with a gun, wounding
four schoolmates before a science
teacher pinned him against a wall.
None of the injuries appeared to
be life-threatening. A fifth youngster
suffered bumps and bruises.
“He doesn’t even know who it
was he shot,” sheriff’s Deputy Terry
Cragg said. “There was not a hate
thing. I asked him why. He said, ‘I
don’t know.”’
The 13-year-old dropped the
emptied, 9mm semiautomatic hand-
gun as he was approached by sci-
ence teacher Ronnie Holuby, who
also serves as the safety officer at
Fort Gibson Middle School,
Superintendent Steve Wilmoth said.
Holuby grabbed the boy’s arms and
pinned him against a brick wall.
The small, slender boy was taken
to court for a closed, 15-minute
arraignment, walking solemnly
between two deputies and keeping
his head down.
His name was not released. No
details were released on the arraign-
ment or on what charges the boy
faces.
Gov. Frank Keating issued a
statement saying the shooting “must
serve as a call to arms” to address
“the root causes of what is happen-
ing to our families and young peo-
ple.” He later issued a revised state-
ment, deleting a “call to arms” and
substituting the phrase “wake-up
call.”
President Clinton told reporters
in Washington that investigators
from the FBI and Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms were on the
scene.
“Our prayers are with each of the
children and their families,” Clinton
said.
Authorities said they were not
aware of any previous trouble
involving the boy and did not know
who owned the gun. The youngster
belonged to a teen Christian group
and other school organizations, stu-
dents said.
“He seemed like a really nice per-
son,” said Justine Hurst, a 13-year-
old eighth-grader. “He had a lot of
friends.”
Kanjowah Bowley, another
eighth-grader, said: “Some people
say he’s crazy, but he’s really not. He
comes from a really good family.”
Students had gathered outside the
middle school and were waiting to
enter for the start of classes when the
boy walked up at around 7:45 a.m.
and started shooting, witnesses said.
School officials, given safety
training following the Columbine
High School massacre, rushed the
students to the safety of the cafeteria.
Some students thought the pop-
ping came from fireworks left from a
state high school football champi-
onship game that Fort Gibson lost
46-0 Saturday.
“We heard one girl screaming.
We saw smoke coming from the
cement,” eighth-grader Greg Pruitt
said.
The wounded students were
taken to hospitals in nearby
Muskogee and Tulsa.
A 12-year-old boy was in fair
condition with a bullet wound in
each arm, a 12-year-old girl was in
fair condition with a cheek wound, a
13-year-old boy was treated for a
wound to his forearm and another
13-year-old underwent surgery for a
leg wound.
Wilmoth described Fort Gibson
as “a close-knit, very religious com-
munity.” The blue-collar town of
about 3,500 is about 50 miles south-
east of Tulsa. About 450 students
attend the middle school.
Police obtained search warrants
to search school lockers. All of the
district’s 1,850 students were sent
home for the day.
Seventh grader wounds 4
13-year-old opens fire in Oklahoma school shooting
He doesn’t even know who it was he shot. There was not a
hate thing. I asked him why. He said,‘I don’t know.’
Terry Cragg,
Oklahoma sheriff’s deputy
“
”
said Will Brooks, senate member.
“I’ll miss him around the office.”
One problem some executive
board members had with
Cosentino was he did not regular-
ly schedule executive board meet-
ings.
“We had them sometimes with-
out his presence,” said Senate
Speaker Matt Layette.
Mike Johnson, student vice
president for financial affairs, said
Cosentino did not get as much
accomplished as he may have
liked to.
“I think most of the executive
members did a lot more than
Keith,” Johnson said.
Layette said Cosentino was a
reliable source.
“Regardless of his faults, he’s
always been a great resource,”
Layette said. “He’s one person
you knew you could trust for reli-
able information.”
Public
from Page 1
WASHINGTON (AP) – The
Supreme Court, confronting its
landmark Miranda ruling head-on,
agreed Monday to decide whether
police still must warn criminal sus-
pects they have a “right to remain
silent” and to get a lawyer’s help.
The justices said they will rule
by summer on whether Congress in
1968 effectively overturned the
1966 decision, familiar not only to
police and suspects but to genera-
tions of Americans who have wit-
nessed countless arrests in movies
and on television.
Clinton administration lawyers
are refusing to defend the anti-
Miranda law enacted by Congress,
but a federal appeals court upheld it
earlier this year – setting the stage
for this constitutional showdown.
The court, far more liberal 33
years ago than it is today, sought to
remedy “inherently coercive” inter-
rogations by requiring police to
inform criminal suspects of their
rights before questioning them.
Failure to give the warnings can
result in evidence – a confession or
some incriminating statement
–being lost to prosecutors.
But in a surprising ruling earlier
this year, the conservative fourth
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled
that a long-ignored 1968 federal
law known as Section 3501 means
failure to issue Miranda warnings
no longer requires automatic exclu-
sion of evidence in federal prosecu-
tions.
That ruling would let prosecu-
tors use incriminating statements
that Charles Dickerson of Takoma
Park, Md. – accused in seven bank
robberies in Maryland and Virginia
– made to FBI agents even though
he may not have received a proper
Miranda warning.
The appeals court’s rationale
would apply to state prosecutions
as well. By an 8-5 vote last
February, it said Section 3501 made
failing to give Miranda warnings
just one of several factors in decid-
ing whether statements to police
were made voluntarily.
Supreme Court agrees
to debate Miranda ruling
A story In Friday’s edition of the Daily Eastern News incorrectly
reported that the Apportionment Board approved a motion to vote for a
money transfer of no more than $10,000 for Panther Express. The article
should have stated the board voted and approved the transfer at
Thursday’s meeting. The News regrets the error.
Correction
City bombing than I was,” he said.
“When (Bill McVeigh) meets a
stranger, he doesn’t get to say he has
a son. He wakes up every morning
with a noose around his neck that
his son killed 168 people.”
Bill McVeigh is not able to go
around the country telling people
about his son the way Welsh does
when he shares memories of his
daughter. Memories like the time
Welsh helped his daughter move to
college for the first time and she did-
n’t want anyone to know she slept
with a teddy bear. 
Welsh’s daughter studied foreign
languages at Marquette University,
getting the opportunity to visit
places like the Dominican Republic.
Those studies eventually landed her
a job in the social security office at
the Murrah Federal Building in
Oklahoma City where she lost her
life on April 19, 1995.
Despite the pain Welsh said he
feels about losing the person he
refers to as his “sidekick,” he still
believes the death penalty is a point-
less process that leaves no closure
for victims’ families.
“The death penalty issue in the
United States is terrible,” he said.
“We must do something about the
death penalty.”
While cost should not be consid-
ered when discussing the death
penalty, Welsh said it costs $2.7 mil-
lion to execute someone.
Incarcerating someone for life costs
only about $900,000.
Welsh also said the United States
is the only industrialized country
that has the death penalty.
Bombing
from Page 1
By Geneva White  
and Shauna Gustafson
Staff writers
Completing those last-minute
papers and surviving final exams
does not have to be a stressful situ-
ation if students avoid the tempta-
tion to procrastinate. 
Linda Anderson, a faculty assis-
tant in the Counseling Center, said
students often begin feeling over-
whelmed and pressured toward the
end of the semester because they
have to prepare for finals and write
papers.
“(It is) understandable people
would be feeling a little more stress
the week before finals,” Anderson
said. “Make sure you have a time
line of what’s due when.”
Christie Humes, a senior ele-
mentary education major, knows all
too well what can happen to stu-
dents who procrastinate at the end
of the semester.
“Don’t do everything in one
night,” she said. “I’ve done that
before. It just ends up hurting you
in the long run.”
Staying organized is one of the
keys to reducing stress, Anderson
said. 
Students should have a plan of
action before they attempt to start
finishing their work.
Copying the material multiple
times helps Stephanie McCreery,
a senior physical education major,
become better prepared for her
finals.
“I usually recopy my notes, and
I usually look over my books,”
McCreery said. 
Refraining from excessive drink-
ing and partying is another way stu-
dents can keep themselves mentally
stable during finals, Anderson said.
Students also should remember to
eat regularly and get plenty of rest.
“Make sure that you eat,”
Anderson said. “Be realistic about
sleep.”
While coffee is not harmful if
consumed in moderation, she said
caffeine pills  are dangerous and
should be avoided completely. 
Although studying for finals
should be taken seriously, it never
hurts to take a break from the books
for some relaxation and recreation.
“It’s important to schedule some
time off,” said Anderson. “We
aren’t machines and can’t go for
two weeks with nothing.”
When it comes to setting time
aside to relieve that end-of-semes-
ter stress, students say they plan to
use different methods.
“I play hockey,” said Michelle
Hulett, a freshman family services
major. “It gets out aggression.”
Mike Hurley, a freshman unde-
cided major, takes the interactive
method of relieving academic
stress.
“I play video games,” he said.
“It takes my mind off the books.”
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What do you
think will 
happen in the
year 2 ?
Tell Warbler and
have your ideas
for the future in
the millennium 
yearbook.
email your thoughts to
cujme5@panther1.eiu.edu
Stressed? Stay stable with finals tips
Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Gavin Pingel, a senior sociology major, works on his final paper for his
Gerontology class Monday afternoon in the walkway of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union. Pingel’s paper, which makes up 25 percent of his final
grade, is due this Wednesday. He has 2 of the 10 pages written.
Bar hours
task force
awaiting
members’
proposals
By Matt Neistein
City editor
The Task Force on Bar
Committee Hours has been quiet
the last few weeks while mem-
bers have organized programs to
combat alcohol abuse at Eastern.
Will Brooks, co-chair of the
committee, said he is waiting to
hear from Eric Davidson, health
educator with the Health
Education Resource Center, who
will hold a presentation for
Student Senate early next semes-
ter. 
The presentation will outline
Davidson’s plans for an “alcohol
coalition,” Davidson said.
“(The coalition) had been in
the works long before the bar
committee came up,” Davidson
said, since about June.
Davidson also plans to make
similar presentations to other
campus groups, including Faculty
Senate and Staff Senate, he said,
as well as the Charleston City
Council.
Brooks said he plans to devote
the majority of his time next
semester to assisting the coalition
and making the program work.
Davidson said Lou Hencken,
vice president for student affairs,
has tentatively approved a resolu-
tion Davidson has drawn up
forming the coalition, which will
move beyond what the task force
is attempting to accomplish.
“Typically, task forces get
together and … find solutions,”
he said, adding that the coalition
will go “two or three steps fur-
ther” in actually analyzing and
resolving substance abuse issues.
He hopes to put together a group
of “particular individuals” from
various constituencies involved
with the task force and train them in
basic treatment and give them
background on the subject. 
A letter will be sent between
now and Jan. 15 to each one of
these desired individuals, and
Davidson wants to arrange an
overview meeting in late January
and start training them by
February, he said.
By Melanie Schneider
Administration editor
The first candidate for the position of vice
president for business affairs, Heather
Haberaecker, said one of the reasons she would
enjoy working at Eastern is the university’s his-
tory of emphasis on teaching.
“When I was growing up in Bellville, EIU
was known as a high quality institution that
emphasized teaching,” Haberaecker said.
“Eastern has retained that quality and I think
it is important for undergraduates to experience
‘real faculty’ in the classroom. I think that is a
significant part of quality, and I want to work in
that environment.”
Haberaecker said her experience working as
the vice president for finance and administration
at Clarion University of Pennsylvania has been
very difficult. 
“It’s been a very challenging 5 1/2 at
Clarion,” she said. “I feel I’ve been helpful in
turning the university around financially. I do
believe planning should drive the budget, not the
other way around.
“There should be goals and things the univer-
sity wants to achieve.”
She recognized that communication is the
key and described her management style as
eclectic, because she is able to change it for peo-
ple with different needs.
“I recognize some people need more guidance
and some don’t,” Haberaecker said. 
“I operate out of a set of goals and objectives
that we set as a group. I really try to let directors
manage their areas as much as possible.”
Haberaecker said the biggest challenge she
would have adjusting to Eastern would be
learning about the campus and the campus
community.
She said she would have to learn about the
culture at Eastern before she could make any
changes.
Haberaecker’s perceptions of the problems at
Eastern include: further repairs and mainte-
nance, competition for students and tuition
money and trust issues.
“Being willing to trust administration or staff
or whoever is important on implementing facili-
ties management,” she said.
Working under pressure is something
Haberaecker said is the nature of her job.
Haberaecker said her coworkers would
describe her as very goal oriented with creative
solutions to problems.
“I’m a lot less intense than I was the first few
years,” she said. “I was hit with a lot of tough
issues as far as financially. 
“In retrospect, they’d tell you they can’t
believe we’ve accomplished all this. You need to
have a happy staff with an emphasis on customer
service across the campus.”
Haberaecker got her bachelor’s degree in
education at Northern Illinois University, her
master’s in public administration at Sangamon
State University and her doctorate from the
University of Michigan.
Haberaecker spent six years working for the
Illinois Board of Higher Education from 1973 to
1978. She worked as a research associate for
three years, a staff associate for capital budgets
for one year and from 1976 to 1978 she worked
as the assistant director for operating budgets.
From 1978 to 1981 Haberaecker was a
research associate in the office of academic plan-
ning and analysis at the University of Michigan. 
After that she was the director of budgets
from 1981 to 1990 at Northeastern Illinois
University, and then she was an assistant vice
president for budget and finance from 1990 to
1994. 
Haberaecker has worked as the vice president
for finance and administration at Clarion
University from 1994 to the present.
The next candidate for the position, Joseph
Armul, will interview on Wednesday for the
position in the 1895 Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. 
The open meeting session for faculty, staff
and students is from 4 to 5 p.m.
Candidate: Planning should drive budget
Eastern should set goals and try to achieve them, says Haberaecker
Corporations creating
new  form of imperialism
A new form of corporate exploitation
has arisen. I would term it “bio-imperi-
alism.” Corporations are patenting
species of life all around the planet and
attempting to increase their expropria-
tion of wealth from the Third World in
the process.
India’s neem tree was patented, as
well as many other medicinal plants,
and even the cell lines of indigenous
people. This raises the possibility of
restrictions on the uses of medicinal
plants or the payment of royalties. Since
native peoples have researched and
developed these plants over centuries, I
think the wealth should be flowing in
the opposite direction.
Multinational chemical companies
like Monsanto are marketing genetical-
ly-engineered seeds that produce crops
resistant to their particular brand of her-
bicide and pesticide. Farmers sign con-
tracts requiring that they only use the
fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides pro-
duced by Monsanto. In addition, they
must buy seeds every year from
Monsanto, rather than saving seeds as
they have for generations, Already, some
farmers have been prosecuted for saving
seeds.
This policy increases corporate prof-
its but does not benefit farmers and
results in increased chemical use and
pollution, Also, gene transfer between
related species can occur, resulting in
“super weeds” and “super pests” and
unknown effects on the ecosystem.
Consumers eating genetically-engi-
neered food can develop allergies
because of the new proteins present in
those foods. There is great controversy
and protest in Europe over the so-called
“Frankenstein food.”
I have tremendous respect for science
and greatly favor the use of biotechnolo-
gy to develop cures for cancer and other
disease. However, I definitely oppose its
use as a toll of imperialism.
Gary Sudborough
Bellflower, Calif.Today’s quote
Opinion
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Eastern has a new student body presi-dent as of Wednesday – MikeLeShoure. The change in roles wassudden, and most likely, unexpected. 
All senate executive members should help
LeShoure in his transition from student vice
president for public affairs to student body
president.
The change in roles stems from Keith
Cosentino’s resignation, which was announced
at last week’s Student Senate meeting.
Cosentino, who was not present at the meeting,
nor will return phone calls, cited personal rea-
sons for stepping down as student body presi-
dent.
Some of the duties
LeShoure will be
responsible for as stu-
dent body president
include being a
spokesperson for the entire student body and
serving as a liaison between the students and
the administration.
LeShoure is a senior marketing major from
Champaign who ran with the All-Campus Party
in the spring election in which he ran for stu-
dent vice president for public affairs.
LeShoure has a background that will help
him to be successful in his new position.
In addition to serving as student vice presi-
dent for public affairs, he has worked for the
Student Volunteer Center, worked with the
Illinois Board of Higher Education and has had
experience with lobbying in Springfield. 
LeShoure handled himself well with
Eastern’s Board of Trustees, representing the
student voice on the university’s governing
body. He will be able to carry over his experi-
ence with the BOT to his new job because now
he is the student voice — the student leader. 
It’s a difficult job, one that needs support
from a strong Student Government executive
board. 
Good luck to LeShoure — make the 11,000
students you represent proud.
Serve us
well
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u d m p 2 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
“
”
The proper memory for a politician is one that
knows what to remember and what to forget.
John, Viscount Morley of Blackburn,
English politician and writer, 1838-1923
Mike LeShoure
New Student Body President
Mike LeShoure deserves con-
gratulated for stepping up after
the resignation of  Keith
Cosentino.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
It’s the end of the semesterand the pressure is on stu-dents, from freshman tograduate students, to finish
up the last-minute papers, read-
ing and missed assignments
that should have been turned in
weeks ago. Not to mention
studying for finals.
It seems like everything is
due at once and the end of the
semester still seems just out of
reach. Yet, despite the mountain
of work piling up, students still seem to have time for the
little distractions.
It doesn’t matter if it’s 2 a.m. with only 6 hours left to
write a 10-page paper that hasn’t even been started, some-
how we still find time to organize the paper clips in  our
desk drawers before sitting down to the computer.
Distractions. No one is safe from their ability to take
precious minutes away from the end-of-the-semester
countdown.
It seems the more there is to do, and the less appealing
the assignment is, the more time we find for the little dis-
tractions.
Like cleaning, for example. The dishes that have sat
festering for a week now suddenly need to be clean. Closet
reorganization is another good way to pass the time before
actually sitting down to that analysis of Freud’s philosophy
of life.
Even after sitting down to the computer, distractions
can still be found.
E-mail is typically the worst offender. A six-page histo-
ry of democracy can always wait until you’ve written to
those six friends from high school you haven’t seen in a
year and a half.
Computer games are another problem. You don’t even
have to move from your seat, so you can convince yourself
that you’re still getting work done as try to beat your
record at Tetris.
Mark May, assistant director
of the Learning Assistance
Center, said there is a differ-
ence between distractions and
excuses.
“There are distractions that
are real, and things that are
excuses,” he said.
Excuses are the things we
do so that we don’t feel like
we’ve wasted the time.
“My house is immaculate
when I’ve got a paper to write,”
May said. “We don’t want to be doing nothing.”
To fight the distraction monster, May suggested writing
out a schedule to plan studying time.  For each class, break
down what you need to study and when, putting the exams
in priority-order.  Once you make a schedule, post it so
you will remember.
“It’s harder to make excuses,” May said.
Many students think the habit of waiting until the last
minute and not focusing on what they need to get do is
something they can’t change.
“Typically, I think people don’t ask for help for this
type of problem. They don’t see it as a problem until it’s
too late,” May said. “To make the change is really hard.”
Students planning their study schedule for finals week
should consider attending May’s workshop on Finals
Preparation. The workshops are held from 5 to 5:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday in Room 2016 in Ninth
Street Hall, formerly International House
So, until next semester, when I’m sure I will change my
ways and work ahead, I’ll be struggling through the rest of
the semester like everyone else, but somehow there will
still be time for a short trip to Wal-Mart for holiday deco-
rations, or to make a fresh pot of coffee.
What better time to do laundry than now?
“Yet, despite the
mountain of work
piling up, students
still seem to have
time for the little
distractions.”
Amy Thon
Associate news editor
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Amy Thon is a junior journalism major and a biweekly colum-
nist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cualt2@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
The deadline to submit letters to
the editor to appear in The Daily
Eastern News this semester is
Wednesday. All letters received after
this date will appear in the newspaper
next semester.
Deadline Wednesday
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Police: Missing
student found
stabbed to death
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) – A
stab wound to the back killed a
graduate student from Chicago
whose body was discovered
after a two-week search,
Memphis police said Monday.
Hillary Johnson disappeared
Nov. 20. Her body was found
Saturday in a field about 25
miles east of Memphis, near the
Shelby County-Fayette County
line.
Memphis police spokes-
woman Debby Hall said an
autopsy showed the stabbing
killed the University of
Memphis student. No other
details were released.
Leonard J. Young, an ex-
convict charged with fatally
shooting his boss in Mississippi,
is the prime suspect in
Johnson’s killing, authorities
have said, though he has not
been charged in her death.
Johnson, a Chicago native,
disappeared after going to a
Memphis grocery store. Her car
was found Nov. 29 in Tippah
County, Miss., about 50 miles
from where her body was dis-
covered.
Young, 54, admitted car
jacking Johnson near a midtown
Memphis supermarket, but
claimed he let her out on U.S.
Highway 64, authorities have
said. Highway 64 passes just
north of Eads, the community
where Johnson’s body was
found.
Methodical Mars
investigation 
may be fruitless
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) –
With hope fading fast for the
Mars Polar Lander, NASA inves-
tigators may have to face the pos-
sibility of never really knowing
what went wrong with the space-
craft 157 million miles from
Earth.
The space agency has only
scant information on the final
moments of the $165 million
spacecraft’s plunge to Mars, and
almost no hope of ever recover-
ing any wreckage.
“It may be that everything
went right and it simply landed in
a terrible spot,” said physics pro-
fessor Robert Park, a University
of Maryland expert on the space
program. “Who knows if it land-
ed on a big boulder and fell
over?”
“We just don’t know, and we
never will, is my guess,” he said.
For NASA, the loss would
mean back-to-back Mars expedi-
tions ended in failure.
Mission controllers planned
another attempt early Tuesday to
detect a signal from the space-
craft, which has not been heard
from since it began its descent
Friday. 
Two micro probes that were to
have landed separately also were
lost.
No signal during the next win-
dow would eliminate one expla-
nation for the spacecraft’s silence
– that it was in a slumbering
“safe mode” caused by some
problem after landing, said Laurie
Leshin, a member of the lander’s
science team.
“We think this is one of our
last really good chances,” she
said Monday.
Authorities search
for runaway boys
in Utah desert
CEDAR CITY, Utah (AP) –
One of a group of teen-age boys
who fled a camp for troubled
youth after allegedly beating a
counselor and tying another to a
tree turned himself in Monday
after apparently trudging 30 miles
across the frosty desert.
briefing
daily
Homecoming Coordinator - Elect
applications available in
room 201 in the Union
University Board
Application deadline Dec. 9th
Interviews will be on Dec 10th.
Call Sarah 581-5117 for more
information.
*2 Year Commitment Required*
If you’re reading this...
so are they.
advertise.
Graduates: Pick up caps,
gowns this week in Union
By Geneva White
Campus editor
Students graduating in December
still have time to pick up their caps
and gowns for Saturday’s com-
mencement.
Graduation ceremonies will take
place at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. in Lantz
Gymnasium. 
Caps and gowns can be picked
up between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Thursday and Friday in the
Effingham Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Graduates also can get their caps
and gowns at 8:30 a.m. Saturday at
the Field House. 
“We’d rather (students) pick up
(caps and gowns) Thursday or
Friday because they are real wrin-
kled and they need to be pressed,”
said Marty Hackler, an office sys-
tems specialist  for special events
and commencement.
“Some students are student
teaching off-campus and can’t get
here until Saturday. That’s why we
have a Saturday pick-up.”
Commencement tickets also can
be picked up this week in  room
107 of Blair Hall from 8 a.m. to
noon and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Students are asked to bring their
Panther Cards when they get their
tickets.
While there is not a set limit on
the number of tickets students will
be issued, Hackler said she does not
plan to issue an overabundance.
“I’m giving some extras, but it
depends on how many (tickets)
they want,” she said. “I’ll probably
be able to give them what ever they
need.”
By Geneva White
Campus editor
Recipients of the Faculty
Research Award will be honored
for their accomplishments  today. 
There will be a reception held at 4
p.m. in the 1895 Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Fifteen awards will be given to
various faculty in the chemistry,
biological sciences, English and
technology departments. 
The departments also were
given the monetary award, which
allows support money for research
and creative activities.
“All faculty as part of their role
with the university not only teach
but are involved in other activities
as well such as research and cre-
ative activities,” said Bud May,
director of grants and research.
“These awards help them do those
things.”
This is the first time a reception
has been held for Faculty Research
Award Recipients, May said. 
“The idea is to recognize their
accomplishments and give them
some recognition,” he said.
Those who will be honored at
the reception include: Howard
Black, chemistry; Eric Bollinger,
biological sciences; Robert
Chesnut, chemistry; Joyce Easter,
chemistry; Robert Fischer, biologi-
cal sciences; Ruth Hoberman,
English; Ping Liu, technology;
Stephen Mullin, biological sci-
ences; Britto Nathan, biological
sciences; Thomas Nelson, biologi-
cal sciences; Henry Owen and
Janice Coons, biological sciences;
Betty Smith, geology/geography;
Lauren Smith, English; Joseph
Williams, psychology and Gene
Wong, biological sciences.
Attendance is by invitation only. 
Recipients of faculty award 
to be honored at reception
Fifteen awards to be presented for research accomplishments
The idea is to recognize their accomplishments and give
them some recognition.
Bud May,
director of grants and research
“
”
Last-minute pickup also available Saturday morning
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16 inch 
2 Topping & a 2
liter for $11.99+tax
10 inch
2 Topping & order
of Breadsticks for
$6.99+tax
Large Works
for $11.99+tax
348-8282
*
expires 12/7/99
JERRY’S
PIZZA 
& PUB
•ALL YOU CAN EAT•
Corner of 4th and Lincoln 345-2844
Pizza                                    Spaghetti
Salad Bar                             Garlic Bread$4.19 +tax
Children 10 and under eat for $2.19
Lunch 11am-2pm
Ribeye Sandwich w/ FF & Salad $5.95
Express Lunch Menu Available
Dinner 5pm-9pm
Italian Chicken Dinner,
with 2 sides, & salad....$6.50
345-STIX
Never a Cover •  Dance Floor w/DJ 
“Buffett & Bacardi”
TROPICAL TUESDAY
$3.25 Frozen Drinks
Keep the Glass
$2.50 Refills
$1.25 Limon & Tropico
Shot Specials
Prizes and Giveaways
New Releases On
Sale All Week.
Notorious B.I.G. - Born Again 13.88
Method of Mayhem - Method of Mayhem 12.88
Cypress Hill - Los Grandas 12.88
Sheryl Crow - Live in Central Park 13.88
Funkmaster Flex - The Tunnel 13.88 
A man wakes up in the morning
after sleeping on an advertised blanket,
on an advertised mattress, 
and pulls off advertised pajamas,
takes a bath in an advertised tub,
shaves with an advertised razor,
washes with an advertised soap,
puts on advertised clothes,
sits down to breakfast with advertised coffee,
puts on an advertised hat,
rides to work in an advertised car,
writes with an advertised pen,
then, refuses to advertise.
And then, if business isn’t good enough to advertise...
he advertises it for sale!
If you believe in your business and truly want to build
it
...Advertise Call 581-2812 se!
By Shauna Gustafson
Staff writer
The third and final candidate
for the position of associate direc-
tor of financial aid withdrew her
application this week without cit-
ing a reason.
Lora Kelly-Benck was sched-
uled to interview today with the
campus, community members and
university officials.
Michelle Kay Alsip, who inter-
viewed on Dec. 1, and Norm
Bedford, who interviewed on Nov.
29, still are running for the posi-
tion.
Kathy Reed, chair of the search
committee, said the search commit-
tee for the position will make a list
of strengths and weaknesses of the
remaining two candidates and sub-
mit those to Jone Zieren, director of
financial aid, who will make the
final decision.
According to the Sept. 28 uni-
versity newsletter, the associate
director of financial aid assists the
director in the administration of the
financial aid programs, and is
responsible for directing the pro-
cessing of all applications for finan-
cial aid.
The associate director assists the
director in supervision of financial
aid staff and day-to-day operations
of the office.
In addition, the associate direc-
tor position works as a spokesper-
son for the financial aid office and
is responsible for reviewing all state
and federal regulations.
Final candidate drops out
Two other applicants remain for associate director of financial aid 
By Julie Ferguson
Staff writer
Friendships between men and women are
often difficult, and some wonder whether there
will always be sexual attraction.
Eastern’s Counseling Center will address
the issue of “Just Friends” at a workshop today
open to students and community members.
The workshop will begin at 7 p.m. in the
Effingham Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. 
Sara Kernagis and Christoffer Mansby, both
interns at the Counseling Center, will explore
challenges men and women face today. Topics
they hope to have open for discussion include
attraction between males and females, the
media’s role and how a person’s significant
other feels about a friend their mate has.
“Chris and I have been close all semester,
and we decided that we’d be good at this for
our Life Skills workshop because of the
friendship that we ourselves have developed,”
Kernagis said. “It is sort of like when Harry
Met Sally.”
Kernagis and Mansby said there will be a
lot of audience participation and everyone will
be able to ask anonymous questions during
this one-hour program.
Kernagis and Mansby said they feel this is
something that affects a lot of people.
This workshop is free and open to the public.
Workshop to address
friendships between
men and women
Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
A little nippy
Mike Mauritzen and Susan Haiduk, senior English and philoso-
phy majors, enjoy a brisk Monday afternoon outside Coleman Hall.
Haiduk, who went outside to smoke, remarked that this cold weath-
er “sucks.” Today’s high is expected to be around 50 degrees, and
highs are expected to reach slightly higher through Thursday.
Friday’s predicted high will slip into the 40s before dropping to
freezing this weekend, according to the National Weather Service.
The National Weather Service also reported a chance of
showers on Thursday and rain on Friday in Coles County.
Temperatures will stay fairly warm throughout the week until
Saturday, when they will plunge into the 20s.
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Leverage your campus 
knowledge to get paid well as 
a Campus Marketing Manager
Work for 
a College
Internet
Company
Skills needed
*Outgoing & Motivated
*Leadership
*Organized & Resourceful
*Project management skills
*Familiarity with campus
Experience
*Sophomore or higher
*Live on or near campus
*Campus involvement
*Active on internet
Responsibilities
*Help Develop Marketing Plan
*Interview & Hire Support Staff
*Facilitate Campus Relations
*Local Account Management
*Manage Marketing Budget
*Execute Local Campaigns
*Help Conduct
Campus Research
Open interviews will be held
on or near your campus the
week of Dec. 6th. Visit us at
www.allstudents.com for
exact time, date, & location
info.
E-mail resume to 
jobs @ allstudents.com
for more information 
1-888-640-8810 ext. 212
While Still in School!
Hurry up...
advertise with the Daily Eastern News!
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) –
A man authorities say planned to
blow up a huge propane storage
facility told an informant he want-
ed to bomb several Northern
California targets to help a militia
overthrow the federal government,
according to court documents
released Monday.
Kevin Ray Patterson, 42, want-
ed to force authorities to declare
martial law, potentially whipping
up public unrest that would help
the militia plan, documents said.
Patterson and Charles Dennis
Kiles, 49, were scheduled to appear
in federal court on four felony
weapons counts. Arraignment was
postponed until Tuesday so they
could obtain attorneys.
They and others may be indict-
ed later for what federal agents say
was a plot to blow up storage tanks
near Elk Grove that together hold
about 24 million gallons of liquid
propane. 
The tanks are a few hundred
yards from heavily traveled state
Highway 99 and a half-mile from a
subdivision.
A threat assessment report by
the U.S. Department of Energy’s
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
concluded that a successful attack
on either tank “would likely result
in a firestorm that could reach as
far out as 14 kilometers from the
site and could cause a fatality rate
as high as 50 percent up to five
miles away.”
Patterson’s militia activities
included joining other members in
surveillance of the Yellowstone
County Jail in Billings, Mont., in
summer 1998 in hopes of freeing
the Montana Freeman, the federal
affidavits say.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Jodi
Rafkin said searches of the men’s
El Dorado County homes after
their arrests Friday turned up
“items associated with the making
of bombs” as well as guns, ammu-
nition and ingredients for metham-
phetamine.
It could be several weeks before
additional charges are filed against
Patterson, Kiles and others, she
said, declining to identify other
suspects.
MIAMI (AP) – In the first
criminal case of its kind in the
United States, an aircraft mainte-
nance company was convicted
Monday of mishandling the oxy-
gen canisters blamed for the cargo
hold fire that caused the 1996
ValuJet crash in the Everglades.
Two employees of the mainte-
nance company, SabreTech, were
acquitted, and the company was
also acquitted of conspiracy and
some hazardous materials charges.
Even so, the company could face a
fine of $4.5 million.
Flight 592 crashed shortly after
takeoff from Miami, killing all
110 people on board. Prosecutors
said SabreTech sacrificed safety
for the sake of profits and rushed
through the paperwork on the can-
isters to avoid financial penalties
for not meeting ValuJet’s dead-
lines.
“I sincerely hope that in some
small measure today’s verdict
provides a sense of comfort, relief
and justice,” federal prosecutor
Guy Lewis said. “The good news
is that the flying public can sleep
a little easier tonight.”
After deliberating for 13 hours
over three days, a federal jury
convicted SabreTech, which is no
longer in business, of eight counts
of causing the transportation of
hazardous materials and one
count of failing to provide train-
ing in handling hazardous materi-
als.
The company was acquitted of
14 counts of conspiracy, lying on
repair records and several haz-
ardous material charges.
“I take it as a dagger in the
heart,” said Gwendolyn Marks of
Miami, whose son Philmore died
in the crash. “I am angry. I’m very
angry.”
SabreTech’s maintenance oper-
ations went out of the business
after the crash and its assets were
sold by Sabreliner, the parent
company. In addition to the fine,
Sabreliner could be forced to
make restitution to the victims’
families.
Former employees Daniel
Gonzalez and Eugene Florence
were acquitted of conspiracy and
charges they lied on repair
records.
Gonzalez, who could have
faced 10 years in prison if con-
victed, showed little emotion
when the verdict was read, but his
wife smiled broadly. Florence,
who could have faced 15 years in
prison, broke into a wide smile.
SabreTech lawyer Ken Quinn
said the guilty verdicts would be
appealed.
The company acknowledged
that mistakes were made but said
they did not amount to crimes.
Defense attorneys also suggested
that electrical problems on the
plane may have caused the crash.
“There was nothing reckless or
willful about the handling of these
oxygen generators,” Quinn said.
The case was the first in which
a maintenance company faced
criminal charges in connection
with an American air disaster.
Maintenance contractor convicted in ValuJet crash
Aircraft company guilty of mishandling oxygen canisters causing a fire that killed 110
Yearlong militia plot unveiled
Scheme revealed in court documents CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) –  Space shuttle Discovery’s upcom-ing flight to the Hubble Space Telescope may be delayed yet again, this
time because of a nicked electrical cable.
The damaged cable was found Monday during routine inspections of
the main engine compartment. Shuttle managers will decide Tuesday
whether Discovery will be able to blast off early Saturday as planned, said
NASA spokesman Joel Wells.
A one-day delay is possible in order to replace the cable, Wells said.
The Teflon-coated cable is needed to send commands to one of the three
main engines; it also feeds back information to launch controllers.
As of now, Discovery is supposed to blast off at 12:13 a.m. Saturday.
If the flight is delayed, the next attempt would be at 11:42 p.m. Saturday.
Time is running out for a launch this month. NASA wants to send
Discovery on the 10-day mission by mid-December to avoid any poten-
tial Y2K problems.
NASA announced the latest problem as Discovery’s seven astronauts
arrived at Kennedy Space Center on Monday night for the launch count-
down.
“It’s about time,” said Swiss astronaut Claude Nicollier. There have
been two months’ worth of launch delays, almost entirely the result of
flawed shuttle wiring.
Shuttle may be delayed
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information pack-
et. Call (202) 452-5942
______________________12/13
WANTED!!  STUDENTS to fill
vacancies left by last years’ grad-
uates!  NEW WAGE SCHEDULE!
Professional employment oppor-
tunities available after graduation.
If you are looking for experience
working with individuals with
developmental disabilities in a
small residential setting, come to
CCAR Industries, 1530 Lincoln
Ave., Charleston, IL 61920 and
complete an employment applica-
tion!!  E.O.E.
______________________12/13
An individual with a bachelor’s
degree needed for professional
position working with DD adults
and children. Duties include case
management, must be organized
and have good leadership abili-
ties. PT and FT available. Great
benefits for FT, include
health/life/dental/401K. Send
resume to 1550 Douglas Suite
203. Atten: Human Resources,
Charleston EOE.
______________________12/13 
Circulation position available.
Early bird hours, starting at 5:00
am. Apply in person at 1802
Buzzard Hall, Student
Publications.
______________________12/13
Own a Computer?  Put it to Work!
$25-$75/hr. PT/FT, 1-877-864-
7811, www.ProsperityOne.com
______________________12/10
Waitress wanted part-time, need
for holidays also, apply in person
after 4 PM, Pagliai’s Pizza, 1600
Lincoln, Charleston.
______________________12/13
POSTAL JOBS TO $18.35/HR inc.
benefits, no experience. For app.
and exam info., call 1-800-813-
3585 ext. 2434, 8am-9pm, 7 days
fds, inc.
______________________12/13
WILDLIFE JOBS TO $18.35 inc.
benefits. Game wardens, securi-
ty, maintenance, park rangers. No
exp. needed. For app. and exam
info. call 1-800-813-3585 ext.
2435 8am-9pm, 7 days fds, inc.
______________________12/13
Wanted: DJ to mix a demo tape
for a martial arts demonstration.
Call Elisha at 348-0257.
________________________12/
McArthur Manor apartment, 2
bedroom furnished, no pets, no
parties. 345-2231
______________________12/13
Nice close to campus unfurnished
houses for 2000-2001 school
year. NO PETS!  $250 per
month/per person 12 month lease
call 345-3148
______________________12/13
Fall 2000 2 Bedroom, Furnished
Apartments. 10 Month lease. No
pets $250 each 345-5048
______________________12/13
Women Only-Rooms for Rent
Jan-May Lease or longer. One
block from Union. Fully furnished
house. $275/mo for single,
$230/mo for dble., Utilities incl. Pat
Novak (630) 789-3772.
_______________________12/8
Ultra Nice 1, 2, 3, & 4 bdrm apts.
and duplexes. Fully furnished
avail. for next year. Lincoln St. &
9th St. Locations still available.
Call 348-0157 for details and loca-
tions.
______________________12/13
Atrium Apartments need sub-
lessor $280/month, cable, phone,
electric, water, separate pool and
hot tub indoor. For information
Call Tim 348-6410
______________________12/13
Need a Roommate?  Need a sub-
lessor? Let the Daily Eastern
News find it for you!  Call 518-
2812 today!
______________________12/13
Apartments for rent for Summer
and Fall of 2000. 1 Bedroom
$350. 2 Bedroom $500. 3
Bedroom $690. Water and Trash,
furnished. Off street parking. 12
mo. lease. NO PETS. 345-3554.
______________________12/13
3-4 bedroom houses. 1-2 bed-
room apartment for girls. 2000-
2001 school year. Lease plus
deposit. 345-4602.
______________________12/13
Room for Rent/Female preferred.
$250/month, utilities included. 5
month or possible longer lease.
Call 345-7399.
______________________12/13
Now leasing large 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments for 2000-2001
school year. Call 345-3664.
______________________12/13
1 Br. Apt. for rent. Close to cam-
pus. Heat, trash & water included.
Avail. immediately. $390/month.
246-2121.
______________________12/13
AVAIL. NOW-3 blocks from cam-
pus very nice 2brm apt. least plus
deposit 345-6834.
_______________________12/7
1 Bedroom Apt. $350-$400 10
mo. Lease. No Pets. 345-5048.
______________________12/13
2 or 3 students needed immedi-
ately for large apartment.
Completely furnished, A/C, off-
street parking, sun deck, trash &
water included with rent. Too
much too list. Call 348-0819 leave
message.
______________________12/13
Newly remodeled one bedroom
apartment available for Spring
Semester. Rent includes trash,
water, A/C, off street parking,
hardwood floors...Call 348-0819
leave message.
______________________12/13
For lease fall 2000 school year, 1
bedroom apts and two bedroom
apts. Close to campus. 10 1/2
month lease. Call 345-2516, leave
message.
_______________________12/9
Apt. for rent. Charleston Sq. $275
mo. includes Gas and water.
Dave 345-2171. 9-11am.
______________________12/13
1, 2, 3  BEDROOM APART-
MENTS. Near campus 345-2416.
______________________12/13
Nice 2 BR furnished apartment on
square, carpeted, new appli-
ances, c/air, water, trash $450
345-4010.
________________________‘00
One block north of Domino’s. Two
& Three bedroom newly remod-
eled apts with W/D, efficency fur-
nace, plenty parking. $225.00 mo.
348-8792 or 345-1521.
______________________12/13
2, 3, 4, 5, 6 bedroom houses, Fall
2000. 346-3583
______________________12/13
Sublessor needed for Spring 00 &
Summer 00. Furnished house.
No Deposit Nec. Close to cam-
pus. Cheap util. 348-6531.
______________________12/13
Spring 2000 Male Sublessor.
Have your own bedroom. Close to
campus/cheap. $220/month.
345-0732.
_______________________12/8
One bedroom apt. Close to cam-
pus. $300/month. Power & water
paid. 345-1691.
______________________12/13
Sublessor needed for Sp/Su
2000. Rent negoitable. Call
Melissa or Chris. 348-7900.
______________________12/13
Sublessor needed to share 2
bdrm. apt. for Spring Semester.
$235/month(negot)., furnished,
cable, water, gas, trash paid. Call
Jim @ 345-4789.
______________________12/10
Available Spring Semester 2000.
Male sublessor needed for ultra
nice 2 bedroom aparmtent on
Lincoln St. Fully furnished. Call
348-0157.
______________________12/13
One or two sublessors needed for
Spring 2000. Washer/dryer and
dishwasher. $184/mo. Furnished
and everything. Call 348-5188 or
345-6781.
_______________________12/7
A sublessor needed for very nice
1 BR Furnished Apt. on 7th. Call
348-8901.
_______________________12/7
Sublessors needed for 2 bedroom
furnished apartment for Spring
2000. Close to campus. Call 348-
3317.
______________________12/13
Sublessor needed for Spring
2000. 2 Bedroom funished apt.
$175/month. Call 345-3565.
_______________________12/9
SUBLESSOR NEEDED!   To
share 2 BDRM APT. Close to
campus, low utilities, free water,
trash, own room, furnished. Call
345-7043.
_______________________12/9
Male or Female sublessor wanted
Brittany Ridge Apart. $187.50/mo
plus utilities. Call Brian 345-1643
or Kelly 348-1372.
______________________12/10
Still Available!  One bedroom
apartment. Spring Semester rent
negociable. ASAP 348-6694
12/13
Sublessor needed to share quiet
apartment. Own room. Utilities
paid. $235/mo. Call Melissa 348-
6629.
______________________12/13
Female roomate needed for
spring semester 2000 At Atrium
Apts. Please call 345-9371.
_______________________12/9
Female roomate duplex Apt. close
to campus own BR. Share utili-
ties. No pets, Rent negotiable.
345-5011 or 345-3148.
______________________12/13
Roommate needed: Apartment
close to square, off street parking.
Trash included. Fully furnished
with a washer and dryer. Quiet
area. Call 345-5557
______________________12/13
Female roomate needed for
spring semester. Brand New and
close to campus. Call Amber at
348-7537.
_______________________12/7
Roommate needed for Spring
semester. Close to campus.
$225/month, includes all utilities.
348-1339.
_______________________12/7
Female roommate needed for
Spring semester. NIce house with
3 others. $250/month. Call 345-
8284.
______________________12/13
Furniture for sale: couch, kitchen
table, end table, stands, dresser,
and misc. Please call 345-4327.
______________________12/13
9ft. slate pool table $230 o.b.o.
Call 348-9272
_______________________12/7
Cannondale for sale. Tuned up.
$250o.b.o. Call Chris 345-0848.
_______________________12/7
‘95 Ponitac Sunfire PERFECT
CONDITION! auto trans
stereo/CD, sunroof, air, cruise,
power windows & locks call Kin @
348-5644
_______________________12/9
Found: Black dog, approx. 2 yrs.
old, near Greek Court on 12-5-99,
no tags or collar. Call to identify!
345-8865
_______________________12/9
JAMAICAN TAN - 6 Wolff units, so
you can always get in!!
November-December Specials
107.9 the X. FREE drawings!
FREE session w/pkg. purchase!
FREE lotion sample to 1st time
J.T. tanner!  Group Rates. 348-
0018
______________________12/13
Are you an athlete?  Have sore
muscles, aches and pains?  The
solution is Dry Hydrotherapy
Massage!  Find relief!  First ses-
sion is FREE!  And you can afford
to do it 1 or 2 times/week. Only at
Jamaican Tan 348-0018.
______________________12/13
Bankrupt, Bad Credit? Nowhere
to turn?  Weekend Help! Call us
toll free 1-888-672-5556.
______________________12/10
Bikes-Bikes-Bikes & more
Schwinn-Giant-Redline LRG
selection and low prices. Shop
and compare. Hrs T-F 9-5:30 Sat
9-Noon. Oakley and Son 2601
Marshall MT
______________________12/13
Say Adios to your friend with a
graduation personal in the Daily
Eastern News!  Only $12.00. Call
581-2812 or stop by Student
Publications office today!
______________________12/13
PARTY BARN AT RILEY CREEK
STABLES. NOW BOOKING FOR
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NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER.  Communion Service on
December 7th at 12:05 in the Newman Chapel.
REC CLUB.  Meeting on December 7th at 8:00pm in the
Oakland Rm.  Bowling Afterwards.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER.  Haiti Connection on
December 7th at 7:00pm in the Newman Center.
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL.  Weekly meeting on
December 7th at 6:00pm in the Tuscola/Arcola Rm.
CIRCLE K.  New member Induction on December 7th at
6:30pm in the Banquet Rm at STIX.  Please bring your
M&M things.
AITP.  Last meeting of the semester on December 7th at
6pm in LH027.  Elections will be held for various positions.
BLOOD DRIVE COMMITTEE.  Meeting on December 7th
at 8:00pm in the Panther Liar North(right off of Chick-fil-
A).
BOTANY CLUB.  End of the year party.  Wed. 8th at 7 pm
in Dr. Coon’s.  Everyone is welcome.  Maps available on
Botany Board in LS.  Bring dish to pass and $5 gag gift.
CampusClips
Wanted
For rent
Sublessors Roomates
For sale
Lost and found
Announcements
2000 SPRING AND FALL CALL
TRAVIS 348-1424.
______________________12/13
Jamaican Tan Gift Certificates!
Mom and Dad can buy your tans
w/MC/Visa by phone, Dec.
Special (10 for $27 or 1 month
$35 in reg. bed) and (10 for $37 or
1 month $45 in Super Bed/Stand
Up). Sign up for FREE DRAW-
INGS!  Call 345-0018!
______________________12/13 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIP
AVALIABLE. The Health
Education Resource Center has
available a 19.5 hour a week grad-
uate assistantship available
beginning January 3, 2000
through May 15, with the possiblil-
ity of renewal. Position responsi-
bilities include: Coordinating and
implementing health awareness
campaigns and observances;
Assisting in the implementation of
a Campus/Community Alcohol
Coalition; Overseeing the imple-
mentation of health needs
assessment project; Developing
Health Services/Health Education
Resource Center Lecture Series,
and other duties as assigned.
Individuals interested should send
a cover letter, current resume, a
copy of transcripts, and two letters
of reference NO LATER THAN
DECEMBER 10 to: Eric S.
Davidson, EIU Health Services,
600 Lincoln Ave, Charleston, IL
61920.
______________________12/10
MOTHER’S: It’s time to plan and
schedule your holiday functions!
Mom’s provides shuttle bus, DJ
with all new sound and lights and
great specials. Contact Dave 345-
2171 9a.m.-11a.m. for details.
_______________________12/8
Lose 25lbs for the HOLIDAYS!  All
natural!  Guaranteed!  Dr.
Recommended!  CALL NOW!
(217)345-3833.__________12/13
Run a Birthday Ad and surprise
your sweetie!  Only $12. Stop by
1802 Buzzard today!
______________________12/13
Students, got extra junk?  Sell it &
let the Daily Eastern News put $$
in your pocket!  Call 581-2812
today!  
______________________12/13
One bedroom apartment. Close
to campus, $300/mth power and
water paid. 345-1691.
______________________12/13
Christmas Parties & Dances?? 10
tans/$25.00. Tropitan 318 W.
Lincoln 348-8263
______________________12/13
Browse icpt.com for Springbreak
“2000”. ALL destinations offered.
Trip Participants, Student Orgs &
Campus Sales Reps wanted.
Fabulous parties, hotels & prices.
Call Inter-Campus 800-327-6013.
______________________12/13
Kelly Walsh of Delta Zeta. You
were a wonderful Current and
Critical Issues chair for
Panhellenic Council. Love your
Delta Zeta Sisters.
_______________________12/7
Congratulations Angie Klaus of
Delta Zeta on getting Sigma Phi
Epsilon sweetheart. Your sisters
are so happy for you.
_______________________12/7
Delta Zeta would like to wish
everyone good luck with their
finals.
_______________________12/7
The ladies of Tri-Sigma would like
to thank all the fraternities and
sororities for participating in our
Grilled Cheese dinner!
_______________________12/7
Karen Kalicki of Tri-Sigma con-
gratulations on getting lavaliered
to Keith Sartain of Delta Sigma
Phi. We are so happy for you!
Love, your sisters.
_______________________12/7
Congratulations on getting
Sweetheart Angie, you deserve it.
Love, Matt
_______________________12/7
ACT NOW! Call for the best
SPRING BREAK PRICES! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida and
Mardi Gras. Reps needed...
Travel free, earn $$$ DIS-
COUNTS FOR 6+. 800-838-
820/www.leisuretours.com
______________________12/10
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica Bahamas,
Florida. Best prices guaranteed!
Free parties and cover charges!
Book early and receive free meal
plan!  Now hiring campus reps! 1-
800-234-7007 www.endlesssum-
mertours.com
______________________12/13
GO DIRECT! #1 Internet-based
company offering WHOLESALE
Spring Break packages by elimi-
nating middlemen!  All
Destinations! Guaranteed Lowest
Price!  1-800-367-1252,
www.springbreakdirect.com
______________________12/13
SPRING BREAK 2000. Cancun,
Mazatlan, Acapulco, Jamaica and
S. Padre. Reliable TWA flights.
Biggest Parties & Best packages.
Book by Dec 1. & SAVE up to
$200!  1.800.SURFS.UP
www.studentexpress.com
______________________12/13
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Panther baseball signs four recruits
By Bill Ruthhart
Associate sports editor
While the baseball team is in the
midst of preparing for the 2000
season, the Panthers have already
begun making preparations for the
2001 season.
Head coach Jim Schmitz has
announced the signing of four
recruits for the 2001 season.
Schmitz and his staff have brought
in two fresh arms to add to the
pitching staff and a pair of short-
stops to soldify the infield for the
future.
“Having two middle infielders
and two pitchers alredy lined up is
a relief,” Schmitz said. “It really
makes us feel very confident head-
ing into the spring because now we
can focus on our season and not
have much recruiting in the back of
our minds.”
Brandon Ricketts (Braidewood,
Ill./ Reed Custer H.S./ Joliet
Community College) and Nathan
Stone (Ft. Branch, Ind./ Gibson
Southern H.S./ Wabash Valley
Community College) are the two
moundmen Schmitz signed.
“Both guys will fill big voids for
us next season,” Schmitz said. “We
didn’t want to go the junior college
route but because we’re losing
probably our best arm next year
and the injuries our sophomore
class has suffered has made us
switch gears.”
Schmitz said both of the junior
college transfers have a good
chance to be major contributors for
the 2001 season.
“Both of these guys have a good
shot at being two of our main
arms,” he said. “They’ll probably
be one of our four to five go-to
guys.”
Ricketts went 8-4 last season at
Joliet in 52 innings of work in
which he allowed 39 runs, 25 of
which were earned, 17 walks and
52 strikeouts.
“Brandon is a very, very big
guy,” Schmitz said. “He is 6 ‘4 or
6’5 and has great velocity and good
experience after playing in the
JUCO World Series.”
Stone redshirted in 1998, but
finished 3-1 with a 2.14 earned run
average this past fall.
“Nathan red-shirted and will
still have three years of eligibility
after he graduates from junior col-
lege,” Schmitz said. 
“So we’re real excited we’ll
have him for three years.
“He’s another big guy at 6’3,” he
said. “He’s a sleeper and not too
many people out there know about
him but he definitely is someone who
throws 86 to 88 mph and really has a
very good split finger.”
Jeff Bachta (Frankfort, Ill/
Providence Catholic H.S.) and
Jesse Niehaus (New Albany, Ind./
Providence H.S./Southeastern
Illinois Community College) are
the pair of infielders to commit
duing the early signing period.
“Butch (Assistant coach Matt
Buczkowski) really did a great job
of going out and getting our needs,”
Schmitz said. 
“And with losing David Mikes
at shortstop after this season, we
didn’t feel we had anyone that
could step in and immediately fill
the starting shortstop role.”
“We got the best of both worlds
in that we got a great defensive
player and a guy with good power
and speed,” he said.
Niehaus hit .331 last season at
Southeastern Illinois with 15 dou-
bles and 29 RBI.
“Jesse is a sensational defensive
player and is by far one of the best
shortstops in the Midwest,” he said.
“With some guys there’s some
question with whether or not they
can come in and do the job; there’s
no question mark with Jesse, he’s
very good defensively.”
Bachta is a two-time all-confer-
ence pick heading into his senior
season at Providence and hit .411
while scoring 30 runs and driving
in 25 last season.
“Jeff can run, hit with power,
has a good arm and will play some
shortstop, some third and maybe a
little at second,” Schmitz said. 
“Hopefully we can get him
some at bats his freshman season.
line with 2.7 seconds left. He hit one. 
Most recently, Kyle Hill missed an opportuni-
ty to put away Tennessee Tech on Saturday,
when he too couldn’t cash in on both free
throws with just seconds remaining. 
What happened to the lost art of free
throw shooting? Collectively, the Panthers are
not shooting well from the line, whether it be
in a pressure situation or not. At just over 71
percent as a team, Eastern has learned the
hard way that they need to get better. In fact,
most teams are disappointed if they are under
80 percent.
Just the starters combined are shooting 74
percent from the line. Despite averaging 19.2
points per game, Hill is hitting just 58 percent
of his free throws. 
This is a dangerous plague head coach
Rick Samuels and his troops are going to have
to take care of before it gets out of hand.  
The Panthers are shooting well from the
field, at nearly 50 percent, they are winning
the rebounding edge on the season despite
getting out rebounded by Tech 54-37, they are
scoring inside and they are getting better on
limiting turnovers. 
Closing a game out and hitting free throws
are the only problem areas right now. These
could however be devastating if not corrected
in a hurry. Missed free throws could cause
carry over and cause shooting slumps from
the field. Not being able to finish strong could
make the Panthers question their ability to win
the big games. Basically all of this can have
the snowball affect.
As the season progresses, Eastern cannot
afford to keep letting teams hang around by
missing clutch free throws – especially teams
they should beat. 
Ohio Valley Conference games have an
uncanny tendency to go down to the wire. 
The Panthers need someone to take com-
mand and be the go-to-guy that can not only
connect on the tough jumpers, but hit from the
free throw line as well.  
A leader that can do both is a necessity if
the Panthers want to contend for the confer-
ence crown. 
The team’s window of opportunity to
accomplish its goals is still wide open, but it
could close quickly if the Panthers continue
their trend of missing the freebies in the
clutch. 
My old coach summed it up best when he
said, “Gang, if we can get to the line and hit
our free throws, we will win our games.”
Being junior high kids, we didn’t really
understand the truth to his words. We just
wanted to hit the free throws in practice so we
could get out of there. 
The Panthers understand though. If some-
thing is not done immediately, the season
could be a bust before they even know it.
Randall
from Page 12
Schmitz announces inking two pitchers, two shortstops for 2001 season, solidifies infield
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“On 
the 
square”
7:00 Pool
Tournament
cash prizes $5 entry
16o.z. Drafts
$1.25
Rueben Basket
$4.50
Party in the 
Winter
Wonderland?
Wed. Dec. 8th 8:00p.m
Grand Ballroom
Sponsored by UB Special Events and Comedy
INC
LUD
ES FREEBingo     Raffles     Food      Music
Live Entertainment     Prizes
Need a reason
to smile?
Advertise... one ad
in the DEN
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make $ for you!
Season opener closes in on track teams
By Kristin Rojek
Staff writer
With the start of the indoor track and field
season upon them, the men’s and women’s
teams have been preparing since September
and will now need to focus to be successful in
their first meet Thursday.
The men’s team hasn’t changed much
since last season, so the coaches are working
through a process of determining exactly
where the team is at.
“The guys should be ready, but it’s a ques-
tion of focus because we’ve gone so long
without any competition, so their focus
wanes,” head coach Tom Akers said. “We
need to refocus on things that make us better.”
A great core of returning athletes along
with new faces has helped the team continue
its depth and the new faces have helped to fill
the shoes of graduated seniors.
“We don’t know yet if the (new) kids can
step up yet in competition and really crank it
up a notch,” Akers said. 
Gabe Spezia returns for his final season as
a strong hurdler after competing in the
NCAA championship meet last spring.
Terrance Roberts has greatly improved since
last year and Eric Hill has had a great fall,
Akers said, turning in a personal best perfor-
mance in the high hurdles at an inter-squad
competition.
The team also had one of the strongest
throwing groups in the history of Akers’
coaching career at Eastern, composed primar-
ily of Dave Astrauskas and Paul Rendack and
the new faces of Clint Alexander and Ryan
Levenchuck.
The loss of Chad White, who rewrote the
record books in the 400 dash, has put a hole
in the team and with Jarod Macklin returning
hurt, the team is looking to Carlton
Christopher to fill that hole.
“We’ve lost some guys and some leader-
ship with the sure-point people, so we need to
have a few guys emerge,”Akers said. “Our
team goal is to repeat as OVC champs indoor,
but that will be our greatest challenge, and
Middle Tennessee will be our chief competi-
tion.”
Although the women have a lot of depth
returning from last season, they are primarily
a young team and head coach John Craft has
been trying to figure out where the team is at
after four months of training.
“The girls have a good look and are com-
ing along well, but it’s difficult to get a good
assessment,” Craft said. 
With a time trial just before the
Thanksgiving break, overall the team is hav-
ing a good season.
“They are all enthusiastic and cross coun-
try is coming off a good season,” Craft said.
“We were third in (outdoor) conference, but a
close second and we’ve returned a lot of peo-
ple.”
Candi Phillips, capturing 22 points for the
team in the conference meet last spring,
returns healthy for another season along with
teammates Keisha Dunlap and Marissa
Dishon to lead the team. 
New faces on the team have helped with
additional depth with Leah Reeves starting
out her season as a sprinter along with jumper
Jenny Cowan.
“It takes competition to test us and get us
into the groove of competing,” Craft said.
“We need to get going instead of training, and
they’re in good shape, but this upcoming
break isn’t going to help.”
Last indoor season was a disappointment
to the fourth place Panthers, who always want
to be in the top three, so this season they will
try to redeem themselves.
“We want to improve upon that perfor-
mance and our ultimate goal is to win the
OVC,” Craft said. “Their competitive nature
will come out naturally and they need to put
in the maximum effort.”
Dave Pump/ Staff Photographer
Gabe Spezia hurdles in the NCAA championship last season. Spezia returns this season as one of
the leaders among the men, who hope to bring more teammates along to the tournament this year.
Returning athletes
and new faces give
team needed depth
game.
“They are a very good team,”
Samuels said. “Especially on the
defensive end of the floor.”
Not only will Eastern’s offense
have to be ready, but the Panther
defense will have to be on their
toes.
The Panthers will especially
have to be ready for junior guard
LaVall Jordan. Jordan is averaging
15.5 points a game and 5.8
rebounds a game, leading the
Bulldogs in both categories. 
In Butler’s last game against
Evansville, Jordan had a game-
high 24 points and eight rebounds
to lead the Bulldogs. 
“Jordan has been a very good
player for them this season,”
Samuels said.
Jordan isn’t the only offensive
weapon on the Butler squad. Point
guard Thomas Jackson is also
averaging in double figures in
scoring, with 10.3 points a game.
Preseason All-Midwestern
Collegiate Conference selection
Mike Marshall has lived up to his
billing early this season. Marshall
is averaging 9.8 points a game
while adding 7.8 rebounds.
One major problem the
Panthers will have with the
Bulldogs is their physical play
underneath the basket. With
Eastern already having rebounding
problems, the Panthers will have to
improve on the boards to compete
with the Bulldogs.
Butler also will hold the experi-
ence edge over Eastern. The
Panthers will have to focus on get-
ting more people into the game to
combat Butler’s size and strength.
“They are definitely a lot more
physical than us underneath the
boards,” Samuels said. 
With the game being a non-
conference match-up, Samuels
will look to get as many players
into the game as possible and try to
get his younger players as much
experience as he can to prepare for
the conference season.
“We have to try and get our
younger players ready and be at
the place they have to be by
February or March,” Samuels said. 
“We need to try and expand
some of our players’ minutes like
Henry Domercant and Jan
Thompson, so we are ready for
later in the year.”
Bark
from Page 12
Linda Wunder to run multifaceted
offense. At full strength, Eastern
should be able to surprise some
teams in the Ohio Valley Conference.
“We need her,” Wunder said.
“She is a big part of the team and her
being back will give our kids more
confidence.”
Last season Aldrich-Franklin was
the offense for a 5-21 Panther squad.
This season she is the No. 1 option
on a team of potential scorers.
“Leah has been a big part of the
program for the last few years but her
injury has made everyone else step
up and fill the void,” Wunder said.
“Her injury makes the team real-
ize they have to pick up some of the
burden.”
With the tough OVC schedule,
the Panthers have started slowly with
a 0-2 conference record.
“We are an up and down team
because on a given day we can play
excellent basketball but on other
days we play flat,” Aldrich-Franklin
said.
The Panthers also look to
Aldrich-Franklin for leadership on a
team that has many key young play-
ers.
“I want to help the girls learn to
shoot to score instead of just shoot-
ing, and also to play tough defense,”
said Aldrich-Franklin.
The team is expected to finish last
in the OVC but the team and Aldrich-
Franklin still have high hopes for
success this year.
“I want to get into the OVC tour-
nament because in my career Eastern
never has,” she said.
Injury
from Page 12
Sports writers needed for second semester. Call Kyle or Bill at 7944. 
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Scoreboard
EIU CALENDAR 
Today
7 p.m.– Men’s basketball vs. Butler
at Lantz Gymnasium
Wednesday 
No events scheduled
NFL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Indianapolis 10 2 0
Miami 8 4 0
Buffalo 8 4 0
New England 6 5 0
NY Jets 4 8 0
Central
Jacksonville 11 1 0
Tennessee 9 3 0
Pittsburgh 5 7 0
Baltimore 5 7 0
Cincinnati 3 10 0
Cleveland 2 11 0
West
Seattle 8 4 0
Kansas City 7 5 0
Oakland 6 6 0
San Diego 5 7 0
Denver 4 8 0
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Washington 7 5 0
Dallas 6 5 0
Arizona 6 6 0
NY Giants 6 6 0
Philadelphia 3 10 0
Central
Detroit 8 4 0
Minnesota 7 4 0
Tampa Bay 7 4 0
Green Bay 7 5 0
Chicago 5 8 0
West
x-St. Louis 10 2 0
Carolina 5 7 0
Atlanta 3 9 0
San Fran 3 9 0
New Orleans 2 10 0
Monday’s Results
Minnesota at Tampa Bay
NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L GB
Miami 12 4 –
New York 10 9 3.5
Philadelphia 10 10 4.0
Orlando 9 9 4.0
Boston 8 8 4.0
Washington 5 13 8.0
New Jersey 2 15 10.5
Central Division
Toronto 11 6 –
Charlotte 10 7 1.0
Indiana 10 7 1.0
Milwaukee 10 7 1.0
Cleveland 8 7 2.0
Atlanta 8 9 3.0
Detroit 8 10 3.5
Chicago 1 14 9.0
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L GB
San Antonio 14 5 –
Utah 9 7 3.5
Denver 9 8 4.0
Minnesota 7 7 4.5
Dallas 7 12 7.0
Houston 6 12 7.5
Vancouver 3 13 9.5
Pacific Division
Portland 15 4 –
L.A. Lakers 14 4 0.5
Sacramento 11 3 1.5
Seattle 13 5 1.5
Phoenix 11 6 3.0
L.A. Clippers 4 12 9.5
Golden State 2 14 11.5
Monday’s Results
**Late Games Not Included
Denver 94, Philadelphia 77
Sacramento at New Jersey (n)
Vancouver at Houston (n)
Washington at Utah (n)
Miami at L.A. Clippers (n)
Today’s Games
Cleveland at Toronto, 7 p.m.
Golden State at New York, 7:30 p.m.
San Antonio at Indiana, 8 p.m.
Detroit at Milwaukee, 8 p.m.
Vancouver at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.
Orlando at Phoenix, 9 p.m.
Miami at Portland, 10 p.m.
Washington at L.A. Lakers, 10:30 p.m.
NHL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L T
Philadelphia 15 8 4
New Jersey 13 9 3
Pittsburgh 8 13 3
N.Y. Rangers 8 14 4
N.Y. Islanders 6 14 3
Northeast Division
W L T
Toronto 15 9 4
Ottawa 14 11 2
Boston 11 9 7
Buffalo 11 13 3
Montreal 9 17 1
Southeast Division
W L T
Florida 14 9 2
Carolina 11 9 7
Washington 9 11 5
Tampa Bay 9 14 3
Atlanta 7 15 2
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W L T
St. Louis 17 7 2
Detroit 16 8 3
Nashville 8 16 1
Chicago 6 16 4
Northwest Division
W L T
Vancouver 11 10 6
Colorado 12 12 3
Edmonton 8 12 6
Calgary 10 14 2
Pacific Division
W L T
Phoenix 17 7 3
San Jose 15 13 3
Los Angeles 14 7 6
Dallas 13 11 3 1
Anaheim 13 12 3
Overtime losses count as a loss and a
regulation tie.
Saturday’s results
Chicago 9, Boston 3
N.Y. Rangers 1, Buffalo 1, tie
Toronto 3, Pittsburgh 2, OT
Philadelphia 3, Montreal 2
Dallas 3, Ottawa 1
Atlanta 4, N.Y. Islanders 3
Calgary 4, New Jersey 2
Florida 2, Washington 1
Nashville 4, Detroit 1
St. Louis 4, San Jose 2
Colorado 3, Carolina 1
Anaheim 2, Phoenix 1
Edmonton 3, Vancouver 2
Tampa Bay 3, Los Angeles 3, tie
Sunday’s Results
St. Louis at Philadelphia
Monday’s Games
Buffalo at Toronto, 6:30 p.m.
Calgary at N.Y. Rangers, 6:30 p.m.
Nashville at Atlanta, 6:30 p.m.
Edmonton at Chicago, 7:30 p.m.
Phoenix at Dallas, 7:30 p.m.
Vancouver at Colorado, 8 p.m.
Tampa Bay at San Jose, 9:30 p.m.
COLLEGE
Men’s Basketball
OVC Standings
OVC Overall
Southeast Missouri 1-0 5-0
Murray State 1-0 5-1
Eastern Kentucky 1-0 3-1
Eastern Illinois 1-1 2-3
Tennessee Tech 1-1 2-3
Tennessee-Martin 0-0 2-3
Tennessee State 0-0 0-3
Middle Tennessee 0-1 2-2
Austin Peay 0-1 2-2
Morehead State 0-1 2-3
Thursday’s Results
Eastern Illinois 76,
Middle Tennessee 72
Southeast Missouri 84, 
Tennessee Tech 79
Murray State 68, Austin Peay 58
Tennessee-Martin 59, Bethel 47
Saturday’s Results
Murray State 77, Detroit 68
Eastern Kentucky 73, Morehead 
State 72
Southeast Missouri 79, Oakland 
City 45
Austin Peay 82, Indiana State 68
Tennessee Tech 107, Eastern
Illinois 97 (2 OT)
Pacific 74, Tennessee State 70
Sunday’s Results
Kansas (6) 97, Middle Tenn. St. 77
*Prairie View vs.Tennessee State (in
Hawaii)
Monday’s games
Georgia Southern at Tennessee 
Tech, 7 p.m.
Tuesday’s games
Wright State at Morehead
State, 6:30 p.m.
Murray State at Western 
Kentucky, 7 p.m.
Butler at Eastern Illinois, 7:05 p.m.
Women’s Basketball
OVC Standings
OVC Overall
Tennessee State 2-0 3-1
Middle Tennessee 2-0 3-2
Tennessee Tech 2-0 3-3
Murray State 1-1 2-5
Eastern Kentucky 1-0 3-4
Morehead State 0-1 1-5
Austin Peay 0-2 1-4
Eastern Illinois 0-2 1-5
Tennessee-Martin 1-1 2-4
Southeast Missouri 0-2 1-6
Tuesday’s games
Morehead State at Wright 
State, 6:05 p.m.
Evansville at Murray State, 7 p.m.
Oakland City at Southeast
Missouri, 7 p.m.
DENfl 
WIDE RECEIVERS
Marvin Harrison – 452.58
Cris Carter – 383.68
Randy Moss – 319.5
Keyshawn Johnson – 268.82
Antonio Freeman – 263.32
Bill Schrader – 209.78
Rod Smith – 187.52
Terrell Owens – 184.48
Curtis Conway – 152.84
J.J. Stokes – 72.86
Joey Galloway – 57.24
Andre Rison – 37.4 
Herman Moore – 31.06
QUARTERBACKS
Peyton Manning –471.2
Drew Bledsoe – 401.6
Brett Favre – 387.5
Troy Aikman –  273
Mark Brunnell – 353.3
Randall Cunningham – 182.5
Dan Marino – 192.9
Steve Young – 54.6
Jake Plummer – 108.2
Vinny Testaverde – 14.6
DEFENSE
Broncos – 670.5
Seahawks – 733.5
Jaguars – 703.25
Falcons – 656.75
Giants – 654.5
Raiders – 662.25
Redskins — 652
Cardinals – 680.75
Chiefs – 636.25
Ravens – 686.75
Steelers – 651.25
Packers – 619.25
Vikings – 580.5
Jets – 641
Bills — 605.75
Chargers – 643.5
Bucs –592.75
49ers – 615.75
Dolphins — 545
Cowboys — 643.25
FIELD GOAL KICKERS
Mike Hollis – 374.5
Jason Elam – 304.5
Steve Christie – 287
John Kasey –315
Ryan Longwell – 304.5
Gary Anderson – 273
Jason Hanson – 301
Pete Stoyanovich – 301
Adam Viniteri – 269.5
Martin Gramattica – 273
Richie Cunningham – 234.5
John Hall – 234.5
Al Del Greco – 248.5
Morton Anderson – 175
Jeff Jaeger – 45.5
RUNNING BACKS
Emmitt Smith –310.6
Marshall Faulk – 255.2
Eddie George – 253.2
Curtis Martin – 239.2
Ricky Watters – 225.4
Dorsey Levens – 197
Ricky Williams –183.2
Robert Smith – 104.6
Warrick Dunn –98.8
Fred Taylor –  88.6
Terrell Davis – 62.2
Jamal Anderson –  11.8
MLB, ESPN reach agreement
NEW YORK (AP) – Major league
baseball and ESPN each came to a
conclusion: baseball was too valu-
able for ESPN to lose, and $800 mil-
lion could ease the sport’s hurt feel-
ings of being pre-empted by the
NFL.
The two sides finalized a settle-
ment to the lawsuit and a new six-
year deal Monday, hours before they
were to go to trial over ESPN’s
placement of late-season Sunday
night baseball games.
“As the process unfolded, it
became obvious that this partnership
that was under significant strain was
something that was beneficial to
both sides,” commissioner Bud
Selig said. “That’s the thing that
moved us forward, and I’m sure it is
the same for ESPN.”
ESPN needs baseball to fill the
programming hole on its four cable
channels – ESPN, ESPN2, ESP-
NEWS and ESPN Classic – and
baseball would have trouble finding
another cable partner that could pro-
mote the game as well as ESPN, or
pay as much.
“ESPN loves baseball, and base-
ball is in safe hands with ESPN,”
said Neal Pilson, the former presi-
dent of CBS Sports who runs a con-
sulting firm. “Baseball comes away
with significant new revenue stream,
and ESPN protects its baseball fran-
chise.”
It didn’t come without a price for
the cable network, which has been
showing baseball games for 10
years.
The two sides tore up the existing
$117 million, three-year contract
that baseball terminated in April and
signed a new deal that sources in
baseball and television, speaking on
condition of anonymity, said was
worth $800 million over six years.
That is more than what baseball
had originally been asking for in
return for moving three Sunday
night games from ESPN to ESPN2,
which is available in about 10 mil-
lion fewer homes.
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Murray State’s
Reese named OVC
Player of the Week
BRENTWOOD, Tenn. (AP) –
Aubrey Reese of Murray State
was named Ohio Valley
Conference player of the week
Monday.
Reese, a senior guard, aver-
aged 22 points, five rebounds,
five assists and three steals in
victories over Austin Peay and
Detroit Mercy last week.
Will Morris of Eastern
Kentucky, a sophomore guard,
was OVC newcomer of the
week for averaging 12.5 points
a game while shooting 64 per-
cent from the field.
Leigh Gayden of Tennessee
Tech, a freshman guard, was the
league’s rookie of the week. He
averaged 20.5 points and three
assists in Tech’s two league
games.
Warrant issued for
Mavs’ rookie
CHICAGO (AP) – A Chicago
judge issued an arrest warrant
for Leon Smith on Monday,
after learning the Dallas
Mavericks rookie forward left
Illinois to receive psychiatric
treatment in Texas.
“His bond slip states that he
can’t leave the jurisdiction of
this court,” Circuit Judge
George J.W. Smith said.
The judge said the troubled
19-year-old, who signed a $1.45
million, three-year pro contract
out of high school, should have
gotten court permission before
leaving his jurisdiction.
Defense attorney Dennis A.
Berkson said Smith was in a
Dallas-area hospital receiving
psychiatric treatment under an
NBA Players Association pro-
gram. 
He urged the judge to hold
off on the warrant, saying Smith
was “in the best place possible
for himself and society.”
Boxer dies from
injuries suffered in
Nov. 20 bout
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP) –
Stephan Johnson wanted to keep
boxing, even after a knockout
sent him to the hospital last
April.
His manager urged him to
quit. So did his mother.
Johnson said no.
His death Sunday at 31 from
injuries in a Nov. 20 bout under-
scored the price Johnson paid for
ignoring those and other warn-
ings about his health.
Johnson had hoped to make
enough money in the ring to
move his mother from the pro-
jects in Queens, N.Y.
“I always told him that there
are other ways, he doesn’t have
to risk his life,” his mother, Ira
Johnson, told The New York
Times last month. “There are
other occupations. I wanted him
to get out of boxing.”
Placed on medical suspen-
sion, he failed to take two of the
three neurological examinations
needed to be removed from the
Association of Boxing
Commissions suspension list,
Ontario Athletics Commissioner
Ken Hayashi said.
Still, he managed to get fights
in Georgia and South Carolina
before his Nov. 20 junior mid-
dleweight bout in Atlantic City
with Paul Vaden. He was to
make $10,000.
Johnson was knocked out by
Vaden and never regained con-
sciousness before he died
Sunday.
Listach named Cubs
minor league coach
CHICAGO (AP) – The
Chicago Cubs announced
Monday that former major
league infielder Pat Listach
will join the coaching staff
with the organization’s Class A
team in Lansing, Mich.
Listach, 32, was the
American League’s Rookie of
the Year in 1992 with the
Milwaukee Brewers. He
played parts of six seasons
with the Brewers and the
Houston Astros, batting .251
with 116 stolen bases in 503
games.
inbrief
national
sports
By Troy Hinkel
Staff writer
Eastern’s women’s basketball
team has struggled in the first few
games of the season with a record of
1-4. Inconsistency has hampered the
Panthers all year, partly because of an
injury to senior center Leah Aldrich-
Franklin.
Aldrich-Franklin, the leading
scorer for the team last season, aver-
aging 21.4 points per game, has suf-
fered through the early part of the
season with a left knee injury that she
aggravated in the preseason.
The injury has stopped Aldrich-
Franklin from being effective at times
because of the slow healing of her
knee. In the Middle Tennessee game
she was only able to play four min-
utes while in the Tennessee Tech
game she contributed 23.
“It’s slowly but surely getting bet-
ter,” said Aldrich Franklin. “Some
days I have problems but on other
days it’s fine.”
The team and Aldrich-Franklin,
after playing two conference games
in three days, do not have to play
again until Saturday when they face
Tulsa. The practice time will help the
team mesh together better as will also
allow Aldrich-Franklin’s knee more
time to heal.
“I would say another week tops
and I should be back at 100 percent,
if not maybe in two weeks,” Aldrich-
Franklin said of her recovery.
With Aldrich-Franklin back, the
Panthers will have a more balanced
attack allowing, first-year coach  
Center of command
1998-99:
n Ohio Valley ‘Player of
the Year’ runner-up
n 21.4 ppg led OVC 
(No. 14 nationally)
1997-98:
n Averaged 14.9 ppg
n Season-high 29 points
vs.Tennessee State
n 16.7 ppg, 7.8 rpg in OVC contests
n Second Team All-OVC selection
1996-97:
n Had more blocks (18) than turnovers (17)
n Played in 25 games as a true freshman
n Finished the season shooting 67 percent
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Bulldogs back bark with bite
Make it,
or else
you pay
Looking back on my basket-ball days in junior high, Iremember our coach mak-
ing us shoot 10 free throws at the
end of practice. The number we
missed was the number of wind
sprints we had to run. 
To make matters worse, when
everyone was done with the sprint-
ing, our coach would select some-
one to shoot a free throw with all of
us watching. If he made it, practice
was over. If he missed, we started
the 10 free throws over again. 
We were always told that mak-
ing free throws when we were
tired was going to make the differ-
ence between winning and losing.
Coach was right.
The Panthers have lost two of
their last three games because they
have missed free throws down the
stretch. 
Against Nebraska, John Smith
had a chance to give his team a
big road win in overtime by con-
necting both attempts from the 
By Anthony Braviere
Staff writer
With a 2-3 record coming into
tonight’s game at the Lantz Gym
against the Butler Bulldogs,
Eastern’s men’s basketball will try
to improve on their early season
struggles. 
“Butler will definitely be our
toughest non-conference oppo-
nent this season.” Eastern’s head
coach Rick Samuels said.
The Panthers come into the
game with the Bulldogs (3-1), a
National Invitational Tournament
quarter-finalist last year, after los-
ing a double-overtime game
against Tennessee Tech. 
The Golden Eagles held the
Panthers to just three points in the
second overtime.
Eastern will have to continue
the offensive hot streak it had
early this season. 
The Panthers have had three
consecutive games with five play-
ers scoring in double figures. 
The balanced offensive attack
for Eastern has seen four players
lead the team in scoring in the first
five games, with junior Kyle Hill
leading the team against both
Nebraska and Middle Tennessee.
Through Eastern’s first five
games this season, all five starters
are averaging double figures. Hill
is leading the way, averaging 19.2
points a game. 
Center John Smith is averaging
12.6 points a contest to go along
with his 5.8 boards. 
Marc Polite has added 11.0
points a game while point guard
Matt Britton and forward Merve
Joseph are both averaging 10
points.
The Panther offense will have
to be ready for the Bulldog
defense as well. 
In Butler’s first four games on
the season the defense has allowed
an average of just 52 points a
Jason Randall
Staff writer
email: cujmr5@pen.eiu.edu
Unsportsmanlike
Conduct
David Pump / Staff photographer
Merve Joseph dribbles around an Iowa defender in the Panthers’ 95-75 loss on Nov. 21. Eastern hosts Butler, which defeat-
ed Evansville Saturday afternoon, tonight at 7 p.m. in Lantz Gymnasium.
Injury hampers Aldrich-Franklin
Samuels: This is the best team we face out of the conference
Senior’s knee proves troublesome in early conference contests
Leah Aldrich-Franklin
Eastern senior
center Leah Aldrich-
Franklin was the OVC
“Player of the Year’ run-
ner-up last season.
Aldrich-Franklin set
numerous Eastern
records last season as
a junior, and she
expects to return from
a knee injury to post
even better numbers
this season.
So far this season,
Aldrich-Franklin’s best
game has been
against Tennessee
Tech, where she
scored 23 points.
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